RAWSON SENDS MEN TO INTERCOLLEGES

Two Fighters To Represent Institute At Final Meet

Two men will represent the Institute at the Intercollegiate meets to be held Friday and Saturday at the University of Michigan. At both meets the fighters will be selected from those teams by decisive scores, but this is to indicate that the Engineers will meet with stronger opposition. Army has had a schedule of successful meets on flat decisions, while Yale, Columbia, and Princeton had a very good season so far, defeating the Beaver team, the representative of the Beaver team, the representative of

The participation in these intercollegiate meets is far greater than in most such meets, as it is an invitation meet, and only those who have made a good showing in the recent meets will be admitted. Coach Rossman predicts that both men will come through their opponents. Coach Rossman has high hopes that both teams will do well before the Institute team.

Springfield, on the other hand, has had a very good season so far, defeating S.N.Y. and Temple, tiring Dartmouth, and losing to Navy and Pittsmores, Dart- maw, it will be remembered, that the Tech team last week.

Snedell, captain of the Academy team, is also a noteworthy performer, making high scores in the recent meets. At 145 pounds, he is proficient on the parallel bars. King, who has been leading the team in individual meets, will be flounder, who is capable of competing in the same classes and on the parallel bars. It is not likely that he will take part in the meet at the American University Union meet. On the light bar Springfield will most strongly rep-resented by Ely. Both Cougars of Army and Ectons of the Institute will find a strong opposition from the form of Yawm.

Fate Of Masque To Be Decided Tonight

Plan To Include Dramashop Activities

As an effort will be made to decide the fate of Masque, honorary society of the Theatre Arts, one of the most successful of its kind to be held in the West Lounge of Walker Memorial at 7:30 o'clock this evening, the members are prepared to sell subscriptions to the future of the society. The society has been proposed to make Masque an honorary dramatic society so that it can continue its existance after membership to membership, thus ensuring the con- tinuance of the Society. Dramashop has no honorary society at present. Any- other groups will be invited to take part in the decision of the future of the Masque Society if that activity is revived in the future.

Course XVII Heeds Mr. Shibley Speak Today

On Business Records

Also Makes Address at Boston Chamber of Commerce Tomorrow

Fred W. Shibley, vice-president of the Bamber's Trust Company of New York City, and a director of the Bankers Trust Company of New York City, and a director of the Bankers Trust Company, will lecture on "Control Records as an Essential Business Record of Enterprise" before the department of the government's class.

Mr. Shibley has been on the staff of the American Association of Cost Accountants. He is also a graduate of the Harvard Business School. His subject will be "Modern Methods of Business Control." Charles F. Wade, President of the First National Bank, will preside at the dinner.

Dr. Bingham Presents Fourth Aldred Talk

Subject of Friday's Lecture Is "Adventures in Industrial Technology"

"Adventures in Industrial Technology," will be the subject of the fourth Aldred Lectures to be delivered by Dr. Walter V. Bingham, manager of the Atlanta Re- search Laboratory of the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Dr. Bingham is known for his activities in public service work and in industrial research. As an example of his service for the Boston Elevated Rail- way, he succeeded in two years in reducing the number of employees in the steel industry and the automotive industry.

Dr. Bingham is editor of the Review of Educational Research and is a member of the board of editors of the Journal of the Psycholog- ical Corporation. He is a member of the National Institute of Industrial Psychology, and an American member of the International Association for the Study of Markets and Psychology.

ART MASTERS PLAYS AT 25TH ANNUAL ST. PATRICK'S DAY DANCE

Catholic Club Holds Affair In Walker Memorial Hall

Art Masters play at the sixty-fifth annual St. Patrick's Day Dances, given by the Technical Club of the Institute and Walker Memorial Hall.

The committee, consisting of John A. Frazier '32, president of the Club, have announced that another success will be achieved at this meeting. The committee has been hand selected, and they are confident that they will please the taste of those who attend. They also an- nounce that George A. McDowell, Professor Matthew R. Baker, and Mrs. William H. Baker will be present at the meeting.
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